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Abstract

For finite Reynolds numbers the interaction of moving fluids with particles is still only understood phenomenologically.
We will present three different numerical studies all using the solver “Fluent” which elucidate this issue from different
points of view. On one hand we will consider the case of fixed particles, i.e. a porous medium and present the
distribution of channel openings and fluxes. These distributions show a scaling law in the density of particles and for
the fluxes follow an unexpected stretched exponential behaviour. The next issue will be filtering, i.e. the release of
massive tracer particles within this fluid. Interestingly a critical Stokes number below which no particles are captured
and which is characterized by a critical exponent of 1/2.

1. Introduction

Particles in fluids (liquids or gases) appear in
many applications in chemical engineering, fluid
mechanics, geology and biology (1; 2; 3). Also fluid
flow through a porous medium is of importance in
many practical situations ranging from oil recovery
to chemical reactors and has been studied experi-
mentally and theoretically for a long time (4; 5; 6).
Due to disorder, porous media display many in-
teresting properties that are however difficult to
handle even numerically. One important feature is
the presence of heterogeneities in the flux intensities
due the varying channel widths. They are crucial
to understand stagnation, filtering, dispersion and
tracer diffusion.

In the porous space the fluid mechanics is based on
the assumption that a Newtonian and incompress-
ible fluid flows under steady-state conditions. We
consider the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations
for the local velocity �u and pressure fields p, being
ρ is the density of the fluid. No-slip boundary con-
ditions are applied along the entire solid-fluid inter-
face, whereas a uniform velocity profile, ux(0, y) =

V and uy(0, y) = 0, is imposed at the inlet of the
channel. For simplicity, we restrict our study to the
case where the Reynolds number, defined here as
Re ≡ ρV Ly/μ, is sufficiently low (Re < 1) to en-
sure a laminar viscous regime for fluid flow. We use
FLUENT (7), a computational fluid dynamic solver,
to obtain the numerical solution on a triangulated
grid of up to hundred thousand points adapted to
the geometry of the porous medium.

The investigation of single-phase fluid flow at low
Reynolds number in disordered porous media is typ-
ically performed using Darcy’s law (4; 6), which as-
sumes that a macroscopic index, the permeability
K, relates the average fluid velocity V through the
pores with the pressure drop ΔP measured across
the system,

V = −K

μ

ΔP

L
, (1)

where L is the length of the sample in the flow direc-
tion and μ is the viscosity of the fluid. In previous
studies (9; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14; 15), computational sim-
ulations based on detailed models of pore geometry
and fluid flow have been used to predict permeabil-
ity coefficients.
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Fig. 1. Velocity magnitude for a typical realization of a pore
space with porosity ε = 0.7 subjected to a low Reynolds
number and periodic boundary conditions applied in the
y-direction. The fluid is pushed from left to right. The colors
ranging from blue (dark) to red (light) correspond to low and
high velocity magnitudes, respectively. The close-up shows a
typical pore opening of length l across which the fluid flows
with a line average velocity �v. The local flux at the pore
opening is given by q = vl cos θ, where θ is the angle between
�v and the vector normal to the line connecting the two disks.

Here we present numerical calculations for a
fluid flowing through a two-dimensional channel of
width Ly and length Lx filled with randomly po-
sitioned circular obstacles (16). For instance, this
type of model has been frequently used to study
flow through fibrous filters (24). Here the fluid flows
in the x-direction at low but non-zero Reynolds
number and in the y-direction we impose periodic
boundary conditions. We consider a particular type
of random sequential adsorption (RSA) model (17)
in two dimensions to describe the geometry of the
porous medium. As shown in Fig. 1, disks of di-
ameter D are placed randomly by first choosing
from a homogeneous distribution between D/2 and
Lx −D/2 (Ly −D/2) the random x-(y-)coordinates
of their center. If the disk allocated at this position
is separated by a distance smaller than D/10 or
overlaps with an already existing disk, this attempt
of placing a disk is rejected and a new attempt is
made. Each successful placing constitutes a decrease
in the porosity (void fraction) ε by πD2/4LxLy.
One can associate this filling procedure to a tem-
poral evolution and identify a successful placing of
a disk as one time step. By stopping this procedure
when a certain value of ε is achieved, we can pro-
duce in this way systems of well controlled porosity.
We study in particular configurations with ε = 0.6,
0.7, 0.8 and 0.9.

2. Results on Filtration

Filtration is typically used to get clean air or water
and also plays a crucial role in the chemical indus-
try. For this reason it has been studied extensively
in the past (18). In particular, we will focus here
on deep bed filtration where the particles in suspen-
sion are much smaller than the pores of the filter
which they penetrate until being captured at vari-
ous depths. For non-Brownian particles, at least four
capture mechanisms can be distinguished, namely,
the geometrical, the chemical, the gravitational and
the hydrodynamical one (18).

Very carefully controlled laboratory experiments
were conducted in the past by Ghidaglia et al. (19)
evidencing a sharp transition in particle capture as
function of the dimensionless ratio of particle to pore
diameter characterized by the divergence of the pen-
etration depth. Subsequently, Lee and Koplik (20)
found a transition from an open to a clogged state of
the porous medium that is function of the mean par-
ticle size. Much less effort, however, has been dedi-
cated to quantify the effect of inertial impact on the
efficiency of a deep bed filter.

Here we will concentrate on the inertial effects in
capture which constitute an important mechanism
in most practical cases and, despite much effort,
are quantitatively not yet understood, as reviewed
in Ref. (21). The effect of inertia on the suspended
particles is usually quantified by the dimensionless
Stokes number, St ≡ V d2

pρp/18�μ, where dp and ρp

are the diameter and density of the particle, respec-
tively, � is a characteristic length of the pores, μ is the
viscosity and V is the velocity of the fluid. Inertial
capture by fixed bodies has already been described
since 1940 by Taylor and proven to happen for invis-
cid fluids above a critical Stokes number (22). It is
our aim to present a detailed hydrodynamic calcu-
lation of the inertial capture of particles in a porous
medium. We will disclose novel scaling relations.

Let us first consider the case of an infinite ordered
porous medium composed of a periodic arrangement
of fixed circular obstacles (e.g., cylinders) (23). This
system can then be completely represented in terms
of a single square cell of unitary size and porosity
given by ε ≡ (1−πD2/4), where D is the diameter of
the obstacle, as shown in Fig. 1. Assuming Stokesian
flow through the void space an analytical solution
has been provided by Marshall et al. (24). Here we
use this solution to obtain the velocity flow field u
and study the transport of particles numerically. For
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Fig. 2. The trajectories of particles released from different
positions at the inlet of the periodic porous medium cell.
St = 0.25 and the flow field u is calculated from the ana-
lytical solution of Marshall et al. (24). The thick solid lines
correspond to the limiting trajectories that determine δ.

simplicity, we assume that the influx of suspended
particles is so small that (i) the fluid phase is not
affected by changes in the particle volume fraction,
and (ii) particle-particle interactions are negligible.
Moreover, we also consider that the movement of
the particles does not impart momentum to the flow
field. Finally, if we assume that the drag force and
gravity are the only relevant forces acting on the
particles, their trajectories can be calculated by in-
tegration of the following equation of motion du∗

p

dt∗ =
(u∗−u∗

p)

St +Fg
g
|g| , where Fg ≡ (ρp−ρ)�|g|/(V 2ρp) is a

dimensionless parameter, g is gravity, t∗ is a dimen-
sionless time, and u∗

p and u∗ are the dimensionless
velocities of the particle and the fluid, respectively.

We show in Fig. 2 some trajectories calculated for
particles released in the flow for St = 0.25. Once a
particle touches the boundary of the obstacle, it gets
trapped. Our objective here is to search for the po-
sition y0 of release at the inlet of the unit cell (x0 =
0) and above the horizontal axis (the dashed line in
Fig. 2), below which the particle is always captured
and above which the particle can always escape from
the system. As depicted in Fig. 2, the particle cap-
ture efficiency can be straightforwardly defined as
δ ≡ 2y0. In the limiting case where St → ∞, since
the particles move ballistically towards the obsta-
cle, the particle efficiency reaches its maximum, δ =
D. For St → 0, on the other hand, the efficiency
is smallest, δ = 0. In this last situation, the par-
ticles can be considered as tracers that follow ex-
actly the streamlines of the flow and are therefore
not trapped.

We show in Fig. 3 the log-log plot of the varia-
tion of δ/D with the rescaled Stokes number in the
presence of gravity for three different porosities. In
all cases, the variable δ increases linearly with St to
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Fig. 3. The dependence of the capture efficiency δ on the
rescaled Stokes number St/(ε − εmin) for periodic porous
media in the presence of gravity. Here we use Fg = 16, a
value that is compatible with the experimental setup de-
scribed in Ref. (19). The inset shows that the behavior of
the system without gravity can be characterized as a sec-
ond order transition, δ ∼ (St − Stc)α, with α ≈ 0.5 and
Stc = 0.2679± 0.0001, 0.2096 ± 0.0001 and 0.1641± 0.0001,
for ε = 0.85, 0.9 and 0.95, respectively.

subsequently reach a crossover at St×, and finally
approach its upper limit (δ = D). The results of our
simulations also show that St× ∼ (ε− εmin), where
εmin corresponds to the minimum porosity below
which the distance between inlet and obstacle is too
small for a massive particle to deviate from the ob-
stacle. The collapse of all data shown in Fig. 3 con-
firms the validity of the scaling law.

We see in the inset of Fig. 3 that the behavior
of the system in terms of particle capture becomes
significantly different in the absence of gravity. The
efficiency δ remains equal to zero up to a certain
critical Stokes number, Stc, that corresponds to the
maximum value of St below which particles cannot
be captured, regardless of the position y0 at which
they have been released.Right above Stc, the varia-
tion of δ can be described in terms of a power-law,
δ ∼ (St− Stc)α, with an exponent α ≈ 0.5. Our re-
sults show that, while the exponent α is practically
independent of the porosity for ε > 0.8, the critical
Stokes number decreases with ε, and therefore with
the distance from the obstacle where the particle
is released (see Fig. 3). To our knowledge, this be-
havior, that is typical of a second order transition,
has never been reported before for inertial capture
of particles. In order to have a more realistic model
for the porous structure we did also include disor-
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der (23). Here we adopted a random pore space ge-
ometry (17) shown in Fig. 1 and obtained the same
results as for the regular case.

3. Conclusion and Outlook

We have found (16) that although the distribu-
tion of channel widths in a porous medium made
by a two-dimensional RSA process is rather com-
plex and exhibits a crossover at l ∼ D, the distribu-
tion of fluxes through these channels shows an as-
tonishingly simple behavior, namely a square-root
stretched exponential distribution that scales in a
simple way with the porosity. Future tasks consist in
generalizing these studies to higher Reynolds num-
bers, other types of disorder and three dimensional
models of porous media.

We also presented results for the inertial capture
of particles in two-dimensional periodic as well as
random porous media (23). For the periodic model
in the absence of gravity, there exists a finite Stokes
number below which particles never get trapped.
Furthermore, our results indicate that the transi-
tion from non-trapping to trapping with the Stokes
number is of second order with a scaling exponent
α ≈ 0.5. In the presence of gravity, we show that (i)
this non-trapping regime is suppressed (i.e., Stc =
0) and (ii) the scaling exponent changes to α ≈ 1.
We intend to investigate in the future the possibility
of non-trapping at first contact and the effect on the
capture efficiency of simultaneous multiple particle
release.
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